Kids with Keys to the Car

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Safely secured in their pumpkin seat, children typically
meet a car when they take their first ride home from the
hospital. For many kids this is the beginning of a life-long
love affair with cars and the independence they represent.
But relegated to the back seat for most of their youth, a
child’s curiosity about cars is amplified and their desire to
explore all things automotive, magnified. The following
toys let kids explore the driver’s seat, grab the keys, kick
the tires and take the wheel as they explore the familiar
machine that moves them through their lives.

by Gerry Paige Smith

V-Tech Beep &
Go Keys

Whisper Ride II
(Step 2)

(V-Tech Baby)

Kids take the next step
toward driving independence
when they transition from being
pulled along as a passenger in a
wagon, to taking the wheel in the
push cart design of the Whisper Ride II. With an adult hand
managing speed and direction
from behind, little operators can
confidently take the lead as they
occupy the driver’s seat in front.
Featuring automotive decals, seat belt, under-hood storage, a working horn and cup holders (for both adult and child), this ride is ready
for every off-road expedition. Perfect pairing parent-child transportation for neighborhood walks, festival outings, park adventures and
more, the Whisper Ride II from Step 2 is ready to roll out in style.

Sat Nav Steering
Wheel

Theo Klein Service

Simulating a realistic driving
experience either at home or in
the car, Casdon’s Sat Nav Steering Wheel is the perfect choice
for the serious driver-in-training.
With simulated driving sounds
and realistic design features, kids
can learn right from left as well as the principles of acceleration
while they navigate the course suggested by the Sat Nav. Handeye coordination and decision-making are also supported by the
responsive design of this steering wheel as kids develop real-world
navigation skills in a safe and engaging environment. Enjoying a
realistic and responsive experience behind the wheel, young car
enthusiasts’ will be engaged and entertained as they explore the
fundamentals of driving with the Sat Nav Steering Wheel.

For children who seek a
deeper understanding of the
workings inside a car, the Theo
Klein Car Station offers a closer
look into the workings of an automobile. Built for tinkering, this
station lets little ones open the
hood and give the engine a once (or thrice) over. From changing the
oil and tire to rebuilding the engine, young mechanics are equipped
with tools to manipulate and manage the various working of a simplified car engine. Using a handful of AAA batteries, the Service Car
Station also features working headlights, horn and realistic engine
sounds. The only thing missing is an oily mess. Providing an excellent primer on a car’s familiar functions, this toy is top choice for the
young automobile fan who wants to get up under the hood.

Dangling from parents’ hands
like forbidden fruit, jingling with a
siren’s call that small children can’t
resist, our real keys to the car are
the most perfectly imperfect toy for
little kids. Thankfully, there’s an easy
replacement for legitimate keys that
will not only keep kids occupied,
but also provide additional entertainment and learning opportunities
in the mix. With an electronic motion sensor and buttons that generate
more than 30 sounds, songs and phrases, V-Tech Beep & Go Keys
offers hours of play for little hands. One of the keys is rubberized for
additional teething action as well! For every parent of toddlers whose
car alarm mysteriously goes off, and their toddler is the key-in-hand
prime suspect, this interactive set is the ideal answer.

Car Station

(Casdon)

(Theo Klein)

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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A Page in a Book
Grateful for Good Reading
A child’s introduction to expressing gratitude usually comes first with our own example,
and later with our first whispered ‘Say, thank you’ as we teach them to voice appreciation. When our children are treated with kindness, offered a gift or receive help, we
want to teach them the ways to respond with thankfulness. But even more important
than appreciative words are the profound and sincere feelings of true appreciation.
The following titles take a deeper dive into our ‘thank you’ moments and bring to the
surface the richer reasons for gratitude in our lives.

Thank You, Mr. Panda

by Steve Antony (Scholastic Press)
Wearing his constant expression of stoic endurance and trailed by his friend Lemur, Mr. Panda ventures out with gaily wrapped presents specifically tailored for each of his friends. When he solemnly
gifts Mouse with a sweater, the response isn’t ‘thank you’ but rather, ‘It’s too big’. Lemur helpfully
interjects ‘It’s the thought that counts!’ Mr. Panda’s gift of six socks for Octopus spurs an exclamation of ‘But, I have eight legs. Lemur is nearby to point out the thought that counts with each almost
perfect gift Mr. Panda offers. When a last present emerges for Lemur, will Mr. Panda finally get the
thanks he deserves? If you’re looking for a primer on helping children receive gifts with grace, even
if it’s the wrong size, shape or color, this title is just right.

Ten Thank You Letters

by Daniel Kirk (Nancy Paulson Books / Penguin)
When Rabbit drops in on his friend Pig, he finds his pal writing a ‘thank you’ letter to his Grandma.
Encouraged by Pig’s thoughtfulness, Rabbit asks to borrow paper and pen as he embarks on a mission to thank those who have positively affected his life. From his favorite author to the crossing guard,
Rabbit remembers many people who deserve thanks for the things they do. Pig is glad to see Rabbit’s
enthusiasm for writing letters, until it exacts an unfortunate toll on his supply of stamps. It may take one
last important ‘thank you’ to remind both friends about the importance of gratitude. Encouraging kids to
recognize the broader gifts in their lives, this celebration of a formal ‘thank you’ is welcome reading!

Thank You For Me

by Marion Dane Bauer, Illustrated by Kristina Stephenson (Simon & Schuster)
Peeking into the diverse lives of children, ‘Thank You For Me’ is a sensory exploration of all the ways
little ones experience their personal world with gratitude. Hearing daddy’s ‘Hush-sh-sh-sh’, seeing
mama’s face, tapping toes and clapping hands join a list of gifts that receive special thankfulness
from children. From the nose that smells the rain to the skin that fits exactly right, everyone is born
with aspects and abilities that are worthy of appreciation. While children are encouraged to express
their thanks for gifts and kindness that comes their way, this heartwarming title gently reminds kids
of all the moments that deserve acknowledgment and thankfulness every day.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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